Abstract-In this paper, a real-time wavelet image compression algorithm using vector quantization and its VLSI architecture are proposed. The proposed zerotree wavelet vector quantization (WVQ) algorithm focuses on the problem of how to reduce the computation time to encode wavelet images with high coding efficiency. A conventional wavelet image-compression algorithm exploits the tree structure of wavelet coefficients coupled with scalar quantization. However, they can not provide the real-time computation because they use iterative methods to decide zerotrees. In contrast, the zerotree WVQ algorithm predicts in real-time zero-vector trees of insignificant wavelet vectors by a noniterative decision rule and then encodes significant wavelet vectors by the classified VQ. These cause the zerotree WVQ algorithm to provide the best compromise between the coding performance and the computation time. The noniterative decision rule was extracted by the simulation results, which are based on the statistical characteristics of wavelet images. Moreover, the zerotree WVQ exploits the multistage VQ to encode the lowest frequency subband, which is generally known to be robust to wireless channel errors. The proposed WVQ VLSI architecture has only one VQ module to execute in real-time the proposed zerotree WVQ algorithm by utilizing the vacant cycles for zero-vector trees which are not transmitted. And the VQ module has only + 1 processing elements (PE's) for the real-time minimum distance calculation, where the codebook size is . PE's are for Euclidean distance calculation and a PE is for parallel distance comparison. Compared with conventional architectures, the proposed VLSI architectures has very cost-effective hardware (H/W) to calculate zerotree WVQ algorithm in real time. Therefore, the zerotree WVQ algorithm and its VLSI architectures are very suitable to wireless image communication, because they provide high coding efficiency, real-time computation, and cost-effective H/W.
image-compression techniques robust to transmission channel errors are essential to wireless image communication, because wireless communication channels suffer from burst errors in which a large number of consecutive bits are lost or corrupted by the channel-fading effect. The conventional image-coding standards are very susceptible to transmission errors, and hence, they need powerful error-correction codes. Therefore, it is desirable to design a robust image-coding technique, which has a high compression ratio and produces acceptable image quality over a fading channel. Finally, we should consider image compression algorithms and their VLSI architectures which allow portable decoders with small size, low-power consumption, and acceptable reconstructed image quality.
Since the introduction of wavelets as a signal processing tool, considerable attention has focused on the application of wavelets to image compression [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Initial wavelet-based coding algorithms were designed to exploit the energy-compaction properties of the wavelet transform by applying scalar or vector quantizers for the statistics of each frequency band of wavelet coefficients. Such algorithms have demonstrated modest improvements in coding efficiency over standard transform-based algorithms. Recently, a new class of wavelet image-coding algorithms, which exploit both the frequency and spatial-compaction property of the wavelet transform, has attracted wide attention because its good performance appears to confirm the promised coding efficiencies [4] [5] [6] . These algorithms couple standard scalar quantization of frequency coefficients with spatial tree-structured quantization, and set to zero a tree-structured set where all the high-frequency wavelet coefficients in the tree-structured set have value zero. We call the tree-structured set of zero coefficients as zerotree. The zerotree quantization scheme improves coding gains drastically because only the tree-map informations for the zerotrees are transmitted. Shapiro [4] developed embedded zerotree wavelet (EZW) algorithm which uses the zerotree coding and the successive approximation in an iterative scalar quantization approach. Zero-tree coding divides and conquers the coefficients efficiently using the zerotree structure and thus provides a compact multiresolution representation of significance maps, which are binary maps indicating the position of the significant coefficients. The Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) algorithm by Said [5] used zerotree coding techniques like the EZW algorithm. However, the SPIHT algorithm exploited efficient progressive transmission scheme which orders the coefficient by magnitude and transmits the most significant bit first. Xiong [6] formalized the problem of joint optimization of zerotree scalar quantization. These zerotree wavelet image coding algorithms are based on the successive approximation scalar quantization using the self-similarity of the wavelet image transform and are considered to have the best performance in the literature. However, these algorithms exploit the iterative successive approximation and order coefficients by magnitude every iteration step to search for zerotrees. Thus, it takes too much time to encode motion pictures using these zerotree wavelet image coding algorithms in real time.
This paper focuses on the problem of reducing the computation time to encode wavelet images using a zerotree quantization scheme with maintaining the picture quality. We propose a real-time wavelet image coding algorithm, which we call a zerotree wavelet vector quantization (WVQ) algorithm. The zerotree WVQ algorithm searches for zerotrees in real time by a noniterative method and applies the zerotree structure to vector quantization schemes. Our algorithm computes the zerotree wavelet image coding in real time, which the iterative algorithms in the literature cannot support. Furthermore, our noniterative method keeps almost the same coding performance as the conventional iterative methods. The real-time zerotree WVQ algorithm combines the multistage VQ (MSVQ) and the classified VQ (CVQ). The MSVQ encodes the lowest frequency subband of wavelet images and has the advantage of robustness to wireless channel errors [7] . The CVQ encodes the other higher frequency subbands using a decision rule which predicts zero-vector trees in real-time and hence has the high coding efficiency.
Vector quantization have theoretically better coding performance than scalar quantization. Furthermore, VQ decoding hardware (H/W) has very simple architecture. Thus these two properties of VQ, high coding efficiency and simple decoding H/W, make it suitable to wireless image communication. Nevertheless, the vector quantization has not been exploited in practical implementation because it needs complex encoding H/W and large storage size. This paper focuses on the problem of reducing the encoding H/W complexity of the proposed zerotree WVQ algorithm.
Generally, -stage MSVQ VLSI architecture requires VQ modules, each of which searches for the best codeword with the minimum distortion in the codebook. But, the proposed WVQ VLSI architecture has only one VQ module to perform the -stage MSVQ and the CVQ in real time by utilizing the vacant cycles for zero-vector trees which are not transmitted. Thus, the proposed VLSI architecture reduces the VQ H/W size to approximately of the conventional VLSI architectures. Furthermore, the proposed VQ module has only processing elements (PE's) for the real-time minimum distance calculation where the codebook size is .
PE's are for Euclidean distance calculation and a PE is for parallel distance comparison. The distance-comparison PE converts all the Euclidean distance values from inner-product PE's to bit-serial sequences and then compares these bits with each other in parallel. Compared with conventional architectures, the proposed VLSI architecture for the zerotree WVQ is very cost-effective and calculates zerotree WVQ in real-time. We had proposed the semi-recursive 2-D discrete wavelet transform (DWT) VLSI architecture for the real-time wavelet transform [8] , [9] . Therefore, the semi-recursive 2-D DWT VLSI architecture and the proposed cost-effective WVQ VLSI architecture execute the two-dimensional discrete wavelet transform of images and the proposed zerotree WVQ algorithm of the wavelet images in real-time.
Section II begins by defining the tree-structured hierarchy of wavelet coefficients related to spatial regions of images and wavelet self-similarity. We then define zerotree WVQ and describe the proposed zerotree WVQ algorithm, which combines the MSVQ and the CVQ. Section III describes the overall VLSI architecture of the proposed zerotree WVQ and then details of the VQ module which calculate the minimum distortion. Finally, Section IV presents the simulation results of the proposed algorithm and its VLSI architecture.
II. WVQ ALGORITHM

A. Definition of the Tree Structure
In the hierarchical subband image decomposition using wavelet multiresolution analysis, each coefficient , except those coefficients in the lowest subband and the three highest subbands, is exactly related to 2 2 coefficients of the immediately higher subband. These four children coefficients correspond to the same orientation and spatial location as the parent coefficient does in the original image. Each of the four children coefficients is in turn related to 2 2 coefficients in the next higher subband and so on. These coefficients are collectively called the descendants of the parent and a residue tree is defined as the set of all descendants of a parent coefficient in a tree. Fig. 1 shows the tree-structured set of coefficients in wavelet image decomposition. In wavelet image decomposition, it is often true that when a coefficient has a magnitude less than some threshold value , all of its descendants, its residue tree, will have magnitude less than , too. The coefficient with magnitude less than is called an insignificant coefficient, and the coefficient with magnitude greater than is called a significant coefficient. The collection of these insignificant coefficients is then called the zerotree, with respect to , and the coefficient is called as the zerotree root. Thus, the zerotree is defined as an all-zero residue tree. In the literature, a few studies attempted to apply the zerotree idea to scalar quantization in wavelet image coding [4] [5] [6] .
In this paper, an insignificant coefficient and the zerotree in scalar quantization are extended to an insignificant vector and the zero-vector tree in vector quantization of wavelet coefficients, respectively. The vector is called the insignificant vector, where all of its elements are insignificant coefficients. The zero-vector tree is defined as the residue tree of an insignificant parent vector where all of its descendant vectors are insignificant vectors, and the insignificant parent vector is defined as the zero-vector tree root. That is, a residue tree of wavelet coefficient vectors is a zero-vector tree when a parent vector is an insignificant vector and all of its descendant vectors with the same orientation and spatial location as the parent vector are insignificant vectors, too.
B. Non-Iterative Searching of Zero-Vector Trees
In this paper, we propose the zerotree WVQ algorithm. In the zerotree WVQ algorithm, we should decide first whether an vector of wavelet coefficients to be coded is significant or insignificant. We decide the vector is insignificant when all the wavelet coefficients in the vector have the magnitudes less than some threshold value . That is, an vector is decided to be insignificant when all the elements of the vector are insignificant coefficients. In other cases, the vector is decided to be significant if there is at least one significant coefficient. The occurrence probability of insignificant vectors in wavelet images depends on the statistical characteristics of the images, frequency bands, the vector dimension , and the threshold value . Generally, the occurrence probability of insignificant vectors in three-level wavelet decomposition of images is 0.15 0.2 at at , or 0.4 0.9 at , where the resolution of each frequency subband is . We will show the statistical characteristics of insignificant vectors and the zero-vector trees in Section IV. As we can see from the simulation results in Section IV, there are many insignificant vectors in wavelet images. Especially, most of the vectors in the highest frequency subbands with the finest resolution are insignificant. Therefore, the coding efficiency can be increased dramatically if the insignificant vectors cannot be transmitted to the decoder.
The zerotree wavelet algorithms using scalar quantizations in the literature search for all the insignificant coefficients iteratively and organize the zerotree binary map, which depicts the position of the insignificant coefficients. They then transmit the zerotree map instead of the quantized values of the insignificant coefficients, which causes the coding efficiency to be improved greatly. However, those earlier zerotree wavelet image-coding algorithms take too much time to encode motion pictures in real time, because they search for the zerotrees by iterative methods. Additionally, they should transmit side information of the zerotree map to the decoder, in addition to the quantized value of the significant coefficients. In contrast, the proposed zerotree WVQ algorithm decides the zero-vector trees in real time by a noniterative method. Furthermore, it transmits only the quantized value, i.e., the codebook index of the significant vectors, and no side information of the zero-vector tree map. In the zerotree WVQ algorithm, searching for the insignificant vectors is started in the lowest frequency subbands except the baseband, and is then continued in the next higher frequency subbands. When a vector is decided as the insignificant vector during the search, the vector and its residue tree are considered to be a zerotree root vector and a zero-vector tree, respectively. All the descendant vectors of the zerotree root vector are considered as insignificant vectors, and hence, are thrown away, not to be transmitted to the decoder. Therefore, only the escape code for the zerotree root vector instead of the zero-vector tree map is followed by the entropy coding and are then transmitted to the decoder for all the vectors of the zero-vector tree. When a vector to be searched is decided to be significant vector, the codebook index of the vector is followed by the entropy coding and is then transmitted to the decoder. When a vector to be searched is the vector whose parent vector was decided to be a zerotree root vector or one of its descendant insignificant vectors, the vector is automatically considered as the insignificant vector, then thrown away not to be transmitted. This search steps are executed sequentially and noniteratively. It causes the zerotree WVQ algorithm to be executed in real time. The flowchart of noniterative search of zero-vector tree is shown in Fig. 2 .
It is possible there are significant descendant vectors, although their parent vector is insignificant. In this case, our algorithm puts the wrong decision in predicting whether the descendant vectors are significant or not. This inevitable misprediction is caused by the noniterative searching method. Compared with the iterative searching method, the coding performance of the noniterative searching method is decreased slightly by the misprediction. However, the conditional probability Insignificant Vector at Insignificant Vector at is about 0.90 at or at . So, the ratio of misprediction is about 0.1 at or at . This means that if parent vector in a subband with resolution is insignificant, most of their descendant vectors in the immediately next higher frequency subband are insignificant, too. Therefore, in spite of its misprediction, it is reasonable that our algorithm decides the residue tree of an insignificant vector as a zero-vector tree for real time and noniterative computations of the zerotree WVQ.
C. Image Compression Using WVQ
We propose the real-time WVQ algorithm which combines the MSVQ and the CVQ in Fig. 3 . In a wavelet-decomposed image, most of the information is concentrated in the lowest frequency subband. Any distortion in the lowest frequency subband causes critical defects on the quality of the reconstructed image. This defect is more serious in wireless image communication, where a large number of consecutive bits are lost or corrupted by the channel fading effect [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . In this paper, the MSVQ is employed to encode the lowest frequency subband, which alleviates the impact of channel fading on the lowest frequency subband. The multistage VQ consists of several consecutive VQ stages where each stage has a small size codebook. The first VQ stage performs a relatively crude quantization of the input vector and then the second VQ stage quantizes the error vector between the input vector and the first VQ stage output vector . The quantized error provides a second approximation to the input vector, leading to a refined representation of the input vector. The third VQ stage quantizes the second-stage error vector to provide a further refinement, and so on. In the MSVQ, most of the information in the lowest frequency subband is encoded by the first stage VQ, and hence, is reconstructed by the decoder if the information of the first stage VQ is protected from channel fading errors. Therefore, the MSVQ is robust to transmission channel errors and is very effective to compress the wavelet images for wireless image communication [7] . The CVQ is employed to encode the other higher frequency subbands. In the typical CVQ, the input vectors are classified by classifiers into several classes which have different codebooks, and are then quantized by the codebook corresponding to the class of each input vector. The codebook of each class is designed by a prior knowledge of statistical characteristics of the input vectors, and hence, the quantization distortion in the CVQ is relatively small. On the other hand, the computational complexity or H/W size cannot but increase because the CVQ should have the classifier. In the wavelet image decomposition, horizontal and vertical 1-D DWT filters classify the "anomalies" such as edges or object boundaries by their orientations and frequency subbands. These intrinsic filter characteristics make the CVQ adopted in wavelet image coding without classifiers and additional H/W's. Especially, the CVQ employed in this paper exploits the noniterative searching for zero-vector trees which we mentioned above. That is, the input vector decided as the significant vector by the noniterative search method is quantized by the CVQ and then its codebook index, followed by the entropy coding, is transmitted to the decoder. In contrast, the zero-vector trees decided as the insignificant vectors by the noniterative search method are not transmitted to the decoder, and only the escape codes for the zerotree root vectors, followed by the entropy coding, are transmitted to the decoder. Therefore, the coding performance of the proposed CVQ is much better than that of the typical CVQ.
III. WVQ VLSI ARCHITECTURE
A vector quantization of dimension and size is defined as mapping from a vector in a -dimensional Euclidean space into one of the reproduction vectors , called codewords. The best codeword for the input vector is to minimize a Euclidean distance between the input vector and a codeword in the codebook, which is defined as (1) is neglected in distance comparison and is stored in a memory with a pre-determined value. Thus, the minimum distance calculation (MDC) is defined as (2) Generally, the VQ encoding VLSI architecture consists of codebook storages and the MDC units to search for the best codeword. The MDC unit requires many computations of multiplication and addition to calculate the Euclidean distance and many computations of comparison to decide the minimum distance among the Euclidean distance values. Also, real-time MDC is essential to encode moving pictures. Hence, it is very important to implement the the real-time VQ encoding H/W with a small size of MDC.
A. Cost-Effective VLSI Architecture for MSVQ CVQ
In the proposed WVQ algorithm, we exploit the MSVQ in the lowest frequency subband and the CVQ coupled with the noniterative zero-vector tree search method in the other higher frequency subbands. Conventional -stage MSVQ VLSI architecture in Fig. 4 should have MDC units for real-time computation. For example, the VLSI architecture combining the 3-stage MSVQ and the CVQ should have three MDC units for the MSVQ and one MDC unit for the CVQ. Although the MDC unit for the CVQ is shared with the MDC units for the MSVQ by time-multiplexing, there should be at least three MDC units as in Fig. 5 However, the proposed cost-effective WVQ VLSI architecture in Fig. 6 has only one MDC unit to compute, in real time, the proposed WVQ algorithm, which combines the 3-stage MSVQ and the CVQ. In the figure, the wavelet image in the lowest subband is quantized by the MDC unit and VQ codebooks and then the error image is stored in a buffer and is then quantized again. After the MSVQ of the lowest subband wavelet image, the CVQ of the other subbands is executed in the MDC unit. For real-time VQ computation, the throughput of the MDC unit should be at least one vector element/cycle. When the MDC unit is assumed to have the throughput of one, the -stage MSVQ with MDC units, as in Fig. 5 , has the same throughput of one because it has a fully pipelined architecture. In contrast, the -stage MSVQ with only one MDC unit, as in Fig. 6 , generally has the throughput of because it calculates each stage of the MSVQ recursively. Therefore, if it is assumed that vector dimension is and the number of vectors in the lowest frequency subband is , the -stage MSVQ in the next higher frequency subband, and thus, the throughput of is insufficient for the real-time -stage MSVQ. In the proposed WVQ algorithm, the CVQ exploits the noniterative searching for zero-vector trees, and hence, skips the insignificant vectors in zero-vector trees which are not transmitted. Therefore, there are many vacant cycles which are caused by the skipped insignificant vectors. The cost-effective WVQ VLSI architecture utilizes these vacant cycles for real-time WVQ. That is, vacant cycles in the CVQ produce faster throughput than the throughput required to compute the CVQ in real time. This faster throughput of the CVQ compensates insufficient throughput of the MSVQ. Only if more than the vectors to be quantized by the CVQ are decided as the skipped insignificant vectors, the cycles stalled by the -stage MSVQ are compensated by the CVQ and thus the WVQ algorithm with -stage MSVQ, and the CVQ is executed in real time by the cost-effective WVQ VLSI architecture. Actually, as we will show the simulation results, the number of skipped insignificant vectors in the CVQ is much more than the , where is smaller than five. In conclusion, the proposed cost-effective WVQ VLSI architecture has the minimum H/W cost of the only one MDC unit and supports the real-time execution of the proposed WVQ algorithm with the -stage MSVQ and the CVQ. 
B. VLSI Architecture for Minimum Distance Calculation
The MDC consists of two kinds of PE's. One is the inner product unit (IPU) to calculate the inner product in of (2) . And the other is the distance comparison unit (DCU) to decide the maximum value of . The typical VLSI architectures of IPU and DCU are depicted in Fig. 7 . In the IPU, an input vector element is multiplied by a codeword element , and then the result is added to the in the first cycle, or to the accumulated sum in the other cycles. The final result of are produced in the last cycle. In the DCU, the of current stage and the of previous stage are compared, and then the larger value between them and its codebook index are selected. In the literature, there are several VQ VLSI architectures using those two basic processing elements. The 2-D systolic VQ architecture in Fig. 8(a) has the throughput of but has the very large size H/W with PE's [12] . The modified architecture in Fig. 8 (bagamel) has the medium-size H/W of and the throughput of one, which supports real-time MDC [13] , but it still has a long latency of and large cost of H/W. In this paper, we propose a new MDC VLSI architecture which is shown in Fig. 9 . It has the throughput of one and the latency of . It has PE's, of which one is for the DCU After the latency of , the th IPU produces the output value of the in (2) and then sends the to the DCU. The DCU compares all the distance values from IPU's concurrently and then produces the best codeword with the minimum distance with the latency of . The IPU of Fig. 9 has the same architecture as Fig. 7(a) . However, we propose a new architecture for the DCU, which modifies a conventional winner-take-all (WTA) architecture [14] by using a status register (SR) with a tri-state buffer (/OE). It causes the proposed DCU to have a smaller gate count than the sequential logic in [14] . In addition, the new DCU architecture compares distance values not only by 1 bit, but also by bits, where the distance values have the bit width of . Therefore, the new DCU executes the real-time distance comparison, although the vector dimension is smaller than the bit-width , which the conventional WTA cannot support. The proposed DCU is depicted in Figs. 10 and 11 . In the DCU of Fig. 10 , the from a IPU is converted to a bit-serial input , which means the th bit of , and then the input bits from all the IPU's are compared with each other. The th status register contains "0" state when the from the th IPU has the largest value among the up to the current th bit comparison stage. Otherwise, contains "1" state. The distance comparison in the DCU starts from the most significant bit . Therefore, when the previous state of at the th bit-comparison stage was "0", the current state of at the th bit-comparison stage should be "0" whatever the input bit has. On the other hand, the current state is updated according to the input bit when the previous state is "1". At the final stage of , there is only one SR with state "1" and the input distance to the SR is decided as the minimum distance, which is stored in the register . If the vector dimension is smaller than the bit-width , the DCU with 1-bit serial input in Fig. 10 cannot compare the distance values in real time, because 1-bit serial conversion requires cycles but the IPU requires cycles to calculate the Euclidean distance for an input vector. Thus, it should be required for the real-time comparison to convert the output of the IPU to the -bit serial input of the DCU. Figure 11 shows the -bit comparison DCU in case of . The proposed -bit comparison DCU converts the distance value to -bit serial input and then compares these -bit serial input values from the IPU's with each other every clock cycle. The -bit comparison DCU consists of 1-bit serial comparison units as shown in Fig. 10 and additional logics for the comparison of the outputs of 1-bit serial comparison. The additional comparison logics begin to compare the most significant bits (MSB's). If there is only one SR with state "1" among all the SR's for the MSB's, they produce the states of those SR's. However, if those SR's have the same states, they continue to compare the next MSB's. These comparison steps are continued upto the comparison of the LSB's.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Experiments are performed on various 512 512 grey-scale images to test the proposed zerotree WVQ algorithm at several bit rates. We use the 7-9 biorthogonal set of [2] in all our experiments, and a 3-scale wavelet decomposition with the coarsest low-pass band having dimension 64 64. This lowest frequency band is coded by MSVQ. The other remaining frequency bands are coded by CVQ using the noniterative search of zero-vector trees. For the CVQ, we classify the remaining frequency bands except the coarsest lowpass band into nine classes according to their orientation and scale. We classify their orientation into horizontal , vertical , and diagonal and also classify their scale into three levels. If we define the class as the set of its orientation and scale , the classes from class 0 to 8 are denoted as , respectively. For decoding, bands are scanned from coarse to fine scale, so that no descendant vectors are output before their parent vector.
First, we illustrate several statistical characteristics of the set of wavelet coefficients, which are closely related with the proposed noniterative algorithm to search for the zero-vector trees. Second, we compare the coding performance of the our WVQ algorithm with some of the conventional wavelet image-compression algorithms by Xiong [6] , Shapiro [4] , Antonini [2] , and Lewis [3] .Then, we show how our cost-effective WVQ VLSI architecture is proved to execute with the only one MDC module the CVQ coupled with the -stage MSVQ in real time. Finally, we compare the H/W performance of the proposed MDC VLSI architecture with the conventional MDC architectures.
A. Coding Performance
The proposed zerotree WVQ algorithm exploits intrinsic characteristics of the self-similarity of wavelet coefficients. The occurrence probabilities of insignificant wavelet coefficients and insignificant vectors are illustrated in Fig. 12 . In the case of Fig. 12(a) , where threshold value at and is 6, 10, and 16, respectively, the probability of insignificant coefficients in each class is about 0.42 0.98 and the probability of insignificant vectors with dimension of 2 2 is about 0.14 0.96. In contrast, the probability of insignificant vectors with dimension of 4 4 is about 0.03 0.92. Also, as shown in Fig. 12(b) , the probabilities of insignificant vectors decrease as decreases. Therefore, we can see the probability of insignificant vectors increases as the frequency scale is finer, the vector dimension decreases, and threshold values increase. However, small vector dimension produces large number of bits to be coded, and large threshold value causes degradation of picture quality. Consequently, there should be a tradeoff to determine the vector dimension and threshold values. Fig, 13 shows the distribution of insignificant vectors in wavelet decomposed Lena image when the vector dimension is 2 2 and at , and is 6, 10, and 16, respectively. The dark region represents the insignificant vector. We can see most of the vectors in the finest scale subbands are insignificant.
The proposed zerotree WVQ algorithm exploits the tree-structured set of insignificant vectors to reduce the number of bits to be transmitted. The probability of zero-vector trees are depicted in Fig. 14 . The probability of zerotree root vector means the conditional probability that a vector is a zerotree root vector assuming the vector is insignificant. From Fig. 14 , most of the insignificant vectors in class 0, 1, 2 where are proved to formulate the zero-vector trees. So, it is reasonable that our algorithm decides noniteratively the residue tree of an insignificant vector as zero-vector tree for real-time computation of the WVQ. But actually, there are insignificant parent vectors, whose descendant vectors are not insignificant. It leads to misprediction of zero-vector trees, which are depicted in Fig. 14, too. As the scale becomes finer, the probability of misprediction becomes lower, and hence, is negligible. The probability of descendant zero-vectors means the conditional probability that a vector is a descendant zero-vector whose parent vectors are also insignificant, assuming the vector is insignificant. As shown in Fig. 14 , the probability of descendant zero-vectors in class 6, 7, and 8 is very high. Thus, most of the insignificant vectors in the fine scale are descendant zero-vectors which are included in zero-vector trees. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 12(a) , most of the vectors in the fine scale are insignificant. Therefore, our algorithm significantly reduces the number of bits to be coded, because our algorithm does not transmit any information for the descendant zero-vectors and just transmits the escape code for the zerotree root vectors.
The zerotree WVQ algorithm consists of the -stage MSVQ and the CVQ using the noniterative search of zero-vector trees.
However, we apply in the simulation 1-stage MSVQ, i.e., a typical VQ for -stage MSVQ to compare the coding performance of our zerotree WVQ algorithm more objectively with the conventional wavelet image-compression algorithms. We use various vector dimensions and codebook sizes for various bit rates, and a fixed set of threshold values, which is at . We also apply entropy coding to the codebook indices and escape codes, which are produced by the outputs of our zerotree WVQ algorithm. For the vector quantization, we made various codebooks from ten training images. We compared the performance of our algorithm with some of conventional wavelet image compression algorithms by Xiong [6] , Shapiro [4] , Antonini [2] , and Lewis [3] . The SFQ algorithm by Xiong [6] and the EZW algorithm by Shapiro [4] are known to be some of the best wavelet image-compression algorithms in the literature, but they use iterative methods to search the zerotree map. Antonini [2] applied classified VQ to the wavelet images and Lewis [3] proposed an wavelet image-compression algorithm suitable to VLSI implementation. Fig. 15 shows the comparison of coding performance of wavelet image-compression algorithms. Simulation shows that our algorithm has slightly lower coding performance than the SFQ and the EZW using iterative methods, but is competitive with Antonini's and Lewis's algorithms. Therefore, our algorithm makes the best tradeoff between the coding performance and the real-time computation of wavelet image compression. Examples of simulation results of our algorithm are shown in Figs. 16 and 17 . 
B. VLSI Architecture Comparison
The proposed cost-effective WVQ VLSI architecture in Fig. 6 has only one MDC unit to compute, in real time, the proposed zerotree WVQ algorithm, which combines the -stage MSVQ and the CVQ. Only if more than the vectors to be quantized by the CVQ are decided as the skipped insignificant vectors, the cycles stalled by the -stage MSVQ are compensated by the CVQ. Thus, the WVQ algorithm with -stage MSVQ and the CVQ is executed in real time by the cost-effective WVQ VLSI architecture. Actually, as shown in Figs. 12(a) and 14 , the probability of insignificant vectors at is at least 0.9 and the conditional probability of descendant insignificant vectors at is at least 0.6. So, the total number of skipped insignificant vectors in class 6 8 is at least 0.6 0.9 (the total number of vectors in class 6 8. In the case of 3-scale wavelet decomposition of a 512 512 image and the vector dimension 2 2, the total number of vectors in class 6 8 is . On the other hand, is . Therefore, the simulation results shows the total number of skipped insignificant vectors in class 6 8 is much greater than . It means that the cost-effective WVQ VLSI architecture executes the zerotree WVQ algorithm in real-time with only one MDC unit. The cost-effective VLSI architecture with a MDC unit reduces the number of functional units such as multipliers and adders to , compared with the conventional VLSI architecture with MDC units.
We compared the H/W complexity and the processing speed of the 2-D systolic architecture [12] , the modified systolic architecture [13] , and the proposed MDC architecture in Fig. 9 , all of which supports the real-time vector quantization. The comparison results are shown in Table I . The proposed MDC architecture has processing elements of IPU and each of the IPU has a multiplier, an adder and a register. Thus, the proposed MDC architecture has the minimum H/W complexity of the IPU among the three architectures. The 2-D and the modified systolic architectures have the same DCU architecture, and each of the DCU has an -bit comparator and two registers. So, the DCU in [12] or [13] has about 14 equivalent gates, where 6 gates gates, where 4 gates are for the bit-serial conversion, 3 gates are for the modified WTA in Fig. 10 (b), and 5 gates are for the final state encoding. In the case of , and , the DCU in [12] or [13] has about 22 000 gates, whereas the the DCU in the proposed MDC has about 11 500 gates. Furthermore, the proposed MDC architecture has the shortest latency of among the three architectures.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper describes a new image-compression scheme combining the wavelet transform and vector quantization, which is suitable to wireless image communication. The proposed WVQ algorithm and its VLSI architecture are satisfied with some requirements such high coding efficiency, real-time computation, and small-size H/W for wireless image communication.
The proposed zerotree WVQ algorithm focused on the problem of how to reduce the computation time to encode images with high coding efficiency. The conventional wavelet image-compression algorithm exploits the tree structure of wavelet coefficients coupled with scalar quantization. Their coding performance is competitive with all known techniques. However, they could not provide the real-time computation. In contrast, the zerotree WVQ algorithm provide the best compromise between the coding performance and the computation time. These advantages of coding performance and real-time computation in the proposed algorithm are attributed to the use of zero-vector trees, which are formulated by the noniterative decision rule. The proposed noniterative decision rule was extracted by the simulation results which are based on the statistical characteristics of various wavelet images. In addition, the zerotree WVQ algorithm exploited two different VQ techniques. The MSVQ has been known to be robust to wireless channel errors, and the CVQ using zero-vector trees was proved to have the good coding efficiency comparable to coding algorithms in the literature.
With respect to VLSI architectures, this paper focused on the minimization of H/W resources for the proposed zerotree WVQ algorithm. In the vector quantization, most of computational budget and H/W resources are required in the minimum distance calculation. Generally, -stage MSVQ combined with the CVQ requires MDC units. However, the proposed cost-effective VLSI architecture for the zerotree WVQ algorithm executes real-time computation of -stage MSVQ combined with the CVQ with only one MDC unit. Compared with conventional architectures, the cost-effective WVQ VLSI architecture has remarkably reduced the number of functional units such as multipliers and adders to . Furthermore, the proposed MDC VLSI architecture has the minimum H/W size and shortest latency and provides real-time computation of the minimum distance.
In conclusion, the proposed zerotree WVQ algorithm and its VLSI architectures are satisfied with high coding efficiency, real-time computation, and small-size H/W. Therefore, the proposed WVQ algorithm and its VLSI architectures are suitable to wireless image communication.
